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Smart data in freight purchasing:
How you can increase the usability and value
of your data through standardization
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Introduction
The buzzword “Big Data” can conjure images of eerie surveillance scenarios
à la Big Brother or euphoric visions of a self-optimizing digital world. As
futuristic as it may sound, the term describes nothing more than the
enormous amount of data that has been created through the natural
evolution of digitalization.
As with all progress, it is the application of Big Data that ultimately decides
whether it is good or evil – or, in the economic context, whether it is useful or
irrelevant. A large amount of data can only be used in a goal-oriented manner
if it can be processed and evaluated automatically. “Smart Data” can only be
used as a data stock if the semantics, quality and structure of the data allows
meaningful use.
Digitizing your tendering processes can generate an extensive amount of
data. The extent to which you can use this information to your advantage
depends crucially on the quality and consistency of the data you collect. In
the following white paper, you will learn how to transform “Big Data” from
your transport tenders into “Smart Data” for your company in four steps!
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Step 1: Ensuring data
validity within tenders
As a freight buyer, processing huge amounts of data is part of your daily

and calculating complex analyses and allocation scenarios – but it’s the

work. Statistically, shippers on the Ticontract platform receive approximately

consistency and range of the data within a tender that remains crucial to the

12,000 price entries per freight tender, which must all be validated, processed

depth of analysis and quality of the results that you’re able to achieve.

and evaluated for each final allocation. The Ticontract Analysis and
Combinatorial Optimization modules provide the right tools for creating
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» Forcing the correct submission of bids

When creating tenders, you can help your service providers submit more valid
offers by restricting the options for input through a simple validation when
defining the column type. Incorrect or incomplete information – for example,

Input valitation features in
Ticontract Tendering

text in percentage columns or date specifications without a year – should be
excluded through a direct content validation. In Ticontract Tendering, inputs

Automated check as you type

are checked automatically depending on the column type.
In addition, you should define minimum and maximum values for price and
number fields and, when useful and possible, specify predefined dropdown
options to avoid providers accidentally giving unrealistic values.
In order to guarantee that offers are complete and usable, you must specify
which groups of fields must be entered. The grouping function in Ticontract
Tendering automatically activates the mandatory field function for the other
fields in this group when entering a value within a grouping. For example, you

Standard columns with

Completeness check of user-

character and format

defined field groups

checking

Minimum and maximum

Active error message

values for price, number

immediately when supplier

and percentage columns

enters false data

can specify that suppliers can only submit one offer for a lane if valid values
have been entered for all price columns for that lane.
Use these functions to tell your suppliers clearly which offers you expect from
them and how complete they are, while also avoiding misunderstandings and
additional effort on both sides.
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» Check entries for plausibility

Despite these pre-validation efforts, you cannot fully exclude unrealistic
values, which is why you should also check the plausibility of the bids after
completing the freight tender. In the plausibility check, you can set much
more narrow limits for minimum and maximum values than during the
bidding process.
Using the bid data that you have received, you can create dynamic limits
based on those bids, such as an average value. In Ticontract Tendering,
you can define a permissible deviation from the average value for both the
minimum and the maximum value during the plausibility check. This way, you
ensure that your plausibility check is based on realistic values.
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Step 2: Establishing data consistency
across all bid invitations
To ensure that you can process and evaluate the results of your transport

values that are available in a unified format. If one of these conditions is not

RFQs across different projects, you must make sure that the data is

met, you’ll have to manually revise and supplement your data in painstaking

consistent. As with all analyses, there are two simple principles: First, you

detail.

can only compare your projects if information from all RFQs share the same
structure. Second, you can only build formulas, clusters and metrics based on
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» Integrating important information
into all tenders

That’s why it’s important to integrate certain baseline information into all
bid invitations, even if it’s not absolutely necessary for each individual RFQ. If,
for example, the departure location is missing in a bid matrix because the bid
invitation only includes shipments from one plant, which was communicated
centrally as the departure location in the description, you lose the simple
option of a downstream location comparison between bid invitations with
several departure locations.
You also have to think about information that is not relevant to your bidders
or the bid invitation itself, but is important for your internal evaluations: Do
you, for example, run bids centrally for different business areas and want to
compare the results on the same lanes between business areas? Then you’ll
have to integrate the information about the tendering business unit into your
offer matrix.
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Invest the time and define which information you need in order to compare

The advantage of predefined column types is that the system knows which

and analyze procurement projects, and then integrate this information into

data is in the column and can create a prerequisite for automated entry

all your tenders. This avoids time-consuming data processing tasks after the

validation. The column types can also be output in all system languages.

bid event, and provides you with valuable information and insights on market

Your foreign-language colleagues and service providers can then clearly

and company data. Ticontract Tendering can help your data standardization

understand which information is being requested.

initiatives: The matrix generator provides standardized column types for the
most common and important information.

Tipp:
Use the hidden column function for internal information
in your offer matrices! Then you will have the columns
that are important for you internally in the overview, but
you’ve designed clear, yet minimal, offer matrices that will
make processing easier for participating transport service
providers.
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» Define unique values and formats

Within your offer matrix, the postcode “DE-87435” may represent a unique

That’s why you should ideally define central formats and default values for

value, but what if a colleague in another RFQ uses the value “D-87435” as the

the important information requested in your tenders. Ticontract Tendering

postal code for the identical departure location? For you and your colleague,

provides you with the corresponding column types for this purpose: For the

it’s clear that this is the same location – however, a computer interprets

previous sea freight tendering example, you can use the column type UN/

the information as two unique values with different content and character

LOCODE in the quotation matrix to query the sea freight port. This column

lengths. Without technical support, it will be difficult for your organization to

type validates the content as soon as you type, automatically suggests the

agree on consistent formats and ensure correct use.

corresponding port on the basis of the text input, and ultimately only allows
you to enter or select the correct value in the form of the UN/LOCODE.

There are even greater challenges when requesting information from your
vendors that goes beyond the pure numerical values. Let’s say you want

With the help of the automatically standardized column inputs, you not

to compare the lead times of different sea freight tenders with pre- and

only ensure that all providers and colleagues in all languages know what

post-trip times. Within the tenders, you have left it up to the bidders to

information you are requesting, they also guarantee that you receive clear

decide from which port your goods will be shipped, so the port of departure

standard values that you can automatically merge, evaluate and compare

is queried in a separate column of the offer matrix. When creating offers,

across all projects.

different providers enter the values “Port Hamburg”, “Port of Hamburg”,
“Hamburg” and “Hamburg Port” in this column. For a system-supported
evaluation, the data represent four different ports.
This presents a dilemma: Although you have received complete and valid
offers, and although you have requested the same information in both
tenders, you cannot automatically combine, evaluate and compare the
results of both tenders.
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Step 3: Using cross-system and
internationally valid standards
Today, tender results are not only processed within the procurement

If your rate-based transportation assignment is automated, the current

department – other parts of your company are also interested in your data.

prices must be included in the contracts within your rate management

Depending on how you assign your transports, the rates from your tenders

system. The same applies if you have digitized freight billing and want to

have to be imported into your ERP or Transport Management System.

automatically compare invoice items with the agreed freight rates.
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» Company-wide standards
simplify data exchange

The more you digitize your logistics processes, the more systems and
functions you will need to access the results of your tenders, which is why it’s
important that you are able to import your tender data into other systems
and vice versa. To summarize and compare the results of different RFQs, you
must define unique values and formats for the tenders.
The same applies to data transfer between different systems. When selecting
values and formats, you should use valid standards wherever possible.
This ensures that the data from your bid invitations can be interpreted and
processed by other systems without extensive adjustments, allowing you
to avoid manual changes and countless mapping tables, and accelerate the
exchange of data between your systems.
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» International and universal standards make
external processing easier

The electronic processing of your tender results isn’t limited to internal
company purposes. The digitization of logistics processes continues through
your transport service provider network. Your assigned providers will process
the new rates and contracts in their Transport Management System, so you
can do your partners a big favor by sending them digital allocations and
electronic rate sheets.
In Ticontract Tendering, you can use the allocation function to create and
send allocations for each provider directly from your analyses. It’s even easier
for your service providers if you use internationally valid standard values
within your tender. It’s quite likely that your suppliers’ systems will be able
to process these default values, reducing the number of manual adjustments
necessary for, not only yourself, but also your service providers.
When programming the column types in Ticontract Tendering, international
standards were a primary focus. Use this useful function and simplify data
exchange with your service providers.
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Step 4: Creating a database
for additional applications
Big Data was not the goal of digitization. The amounts of data that we

Based on the data from digital transport allocation, we can now map

have today are often an incidental result of process digitalization. In the

anonymous price and capacity indices for various industries and regions, and

meantime, the value of this data has been recognized and a number of

derive forecasts for future developments.

intelligent applications have emerged. One example of this transformation at
Transporeon is the Transport Market Monitor (TMM).

Tipp:
Tipp:
The Freemium version of the Transport Market Monitor
is available without any obligations and at no cost. Be
one of the first to learn about current market trends and
developments:

www.transportmarketmonitor.com
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» Market Intelligence through cross-company
data exchange

The TMM gives you an index-based comparison of your rates to pricing trends
on the transport market, along with an insight into the capacity situation.
However, the information from TMM does not allow you to sufficiently
evaluate your current rate and tender results. Only an individual comparison
of your specific data with market prices can allow you to estimate the savings
potential of tenders in advance and assess the results of a tender in a neutral
fashion. With Ticontract and TIM Consult tender benchmarking, for example,
you receive the market low, high and average value for each price field of your
tender.
In order to calculate benchmark values, freight rates and transport
prices must be aggregated and exchanged across companies. The more
standardized and structured the data, the easier it is to summarize the
information and bring it to a comparable level. This applies both to the
presentation of information and to the import of benchmark data.
Whether or not you currently exchange data with market intelligence
providers or directly with other companies, you should always keep the
possibilities open. The better you structure your data in future tenders and
the more you adapt the fields to international standards, the easier it is to
compare data from external sources with your data.
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» Future developments are based on
standardized data

The increasing use of artificial intelligence (AI) in data processing will
lead to a multitude of interesting new applications in the coming years.
The prerequisite for processing data with the help of AI is that this data
will be able to be read and interpreted by systems. In order to benefit
from upcoming developments, and to be able to use new systems and
functions quickly, it is extremely important to have a clean, structured and
standardized database.
Today’s transport tenders are tomorrow’s data! That’s why collecting
complete, consistent and standardized data when creating your tenders is so
important, and is the only way to keep the door open for future intelligent
applications.

TIPP: Invest ample time in data
preparation and the overall
structure of the tender. These
investments will pay off in the
long run. Our experts would
be happy to support you with
advice on the design of marketcompliant and standardized
freight tenders.
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What comes next?
Since 2005, the Transporeon Group has been a trusted advisor to global
shippers worldwide, supporting more than 10,000 transportation
tendering events per year. With an experienced team of consultants from
various geographies, industries and transport modes, we can advise you
on current best-practice tender setup to get the most out of your data.
Getting started with us is simple. How about a no-obligation discovery
call? We’re ready to help you digitize your freight procurement!

CLICK NOW FOR A DISCOVERY CALL
AND FEATURE DEMONSTATION.
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